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ABSTRACT. T he mass ba lance of Storglacia ren in K ebnekajse, Swedish Lappla nd , has been studied in 
some d etail since ' 946. O ut of six teen budget years, fourteen have g iven a defi cit, one a surplus and on e 
has been ba lanced . It is emphasized that more atten tion should be pa icl to the accuracy need ecl fo r significant 
mass bala nce studies. At presen t the density of the observation network on Storglaciaren is ' 20 observations 
per km.' fo r accumula tion a nd ' 3 observations per km.' for ablation m easurements. T he n et loss cluring the 
sixteen years of observa tion a mounts to nearl y ' 0 per cent of the to ta l g lacier volume, ancl it is sugges tecl 
tha t the principal cause of this loss is the increase in the mean summer temperature. 

R EsuME. D epuis ' 946 on a etud ie en cleta il le bilan cle masse du "S torglaciaren" clans le K ebnekajse, 
Laponie Su ecloise. Sur ,6 a nn ees cle bilan, '4 on t clonn e un d efi cit , une un gain et une a ete equilibree. 
O n insistesur le fa it que I'on clevra it accord er plus cl'a ttention a la precision req uise pour cles e tucles significat ives 
cl u bila n cle masse . Actuellem ent la clensite clu r eseau d'observation sur le " Storglacia ren" est cle ' 20 

observations p a r km ' pour I'accu mulation et cle ' 3 observations par km' pour les mesures cl 'abla tion . La 
perte nette duran t les , 6 a nn ecs cl'observat ion s'e leve a pres cle '0% elu volume du glacier , et on suggere 
que la cause principale de ce tte perte est I'accroissemen t de la tempera ture moyenne cl 'e te. 

ZUSAM MENFASSUNG. D el' M assenhaushalt cles S torg laciaren a uf K ebnekajse, Schwecl isch La ppland , wurcle 
seit ' 946 eingehencl untersuchl. Von ,6 H ausha ltja hren ha tten '4 ein D efi zit, eines einen U berschuss uncl 
eines war ausgeglichen. Es wircl cla ra uf hingewiesen, class del' Gena uigkeit, cl ie fur zuve rIass ige H ausha lt
un te rsuchungen notwencl ig ist, g rossere Aufmerksam keit geschenk t werden soll te. Zur Zeit hat das Beobach
tungsnetz a uf clem Storglac ia ren e ine Dichte von ' 20 Beobachtungcn p ro km' fur die A kku mula tion uncl 
von ' 3 Beobachtungen p ro km ' flir clie Ablation. D el' Nc ttoverlust wa hrencl deI' ,6 Beobachtungsja hre 
betragt fas t 10% des gesamten G letschervolumens. Es wircl verm u te t, class d ie H a up tursache fur diesen 
Verlust im Ansteigen cler mi t tl e ren Sommer-Tem pera tu r li egt. 

As a continuation of Professor Ahlma nn 's studies of the g laciers a long the North Atlantic 
coasts, a glaciological research programme was ini tia ted in K ebnekajse in 1946; its main 
object was a d eta iled stud y of the mass ba la nce of Storglac ia ren. This stud y has been going 
on for 16 consecutive years a nd a reasonably accura te record of accumula tio n a nd abla tion 
since the winter of 1945- 46 is now avail able. 

Before going into any de ta ils it may be useful to sta te some basic facts. The g lacier area is 
now 3' I km." the average accumula tion is 4 ' 0 X 10 6 m ) of wa ter equivalent or 130 g. /cm. " 
the average a bla tion is 6· '2 X 106 m ) or '2 0 0 g. /cm .2 and the average net loss is '2 ' '2 X 106 m ) 
or 70 g./cm ." i.e. 55 per cent of the total income. T he g lacier is obviously retreating rapidly, 
which can a lso easily be observed a t the front a nd along the sides and by observing the 
altitude to which the las t winte r's snow reced es every autumn . It is thus easy to show the 
existence of a large deficit, but it is quite difficult to give accura te figures for this defi cit 
expressed in , sa y million cubic metres per year. 

Without putting a lo t of effort into the field work, one can get very large errors. We have 
chosen a glacier which has a very simple geom etry- a well d efined accumulation a rea , 
pa rallel sides, no ice fa lls, e tc.- but still, the accumula tion is so unevenly distributed tha t a 
very great number of m easurem ents have to be made in order to plot an accumulation map 
accurate enough for the computa tion of the to ta l accumula tion within 10 per cent of its true 
value- and, in fact, an accuracy of IO per cent is far from satisfactory for a mass balance 
study. 

Over the lower part of the gla cier, where the snow lies on solid ice, a number of pits a re 
dug at the middle or the end of May for a d etermination of the average snow density. At the 
same time the snow depth is m easured with a steel rod at about '2 0 0 places in the ablation 
area. Depths and densities, which in fact va ry little from one place to another but change 
considerably with time, give water equivalents. This method has always been easy to use and 
it is believed that the accumulation maps are good over the lower half or lower two-thirds of 
the glacier. 
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In the accumulation area the problem is rather different . It happens seldom that the 
autumn surface becomes solid enough to permit soundings with a steel rod; almost every 
observation has therefore had to be made in pits . Since it is in these higher reaches of the 
glacier that the maximum snow depth is found, at least the same absolute accuracy is needed 
as that which can be obtained in the ablation area, and with 4 to 6 m. of snow the digging 
of one or two hundred pits has been out of question. So, where the observation net ought to 
be velY dense, we have few observations, and where we could have accepted fewer figures, we 
have plenty of them. This is unfortunate, but I assume that the same is true for most 
accumulation studies wherever they have been carried out. 

During the last few years we have improved our methods. We still dig a number of deep 
pits for density measurements and for studies of stratification, but the majority of snow depth 
observations in the accumulation area are now made by core drilling with a coring auger of 
the SIPRE type. In this way we have managed to obtain the same accuracy over the whole 
glacier. The 1961 accumulation map (Fig. 1) is based on 370 observations, i.e. about 
120 per km 2

• 

Even though ablation does not vary as much as accumulation it also has to be measured 
at a great number of points. Variations can be caused by heat from nearby rock walls, by 
differences in ice structure and in amount of dirt on the surface, by surface drainage and, 
which is very important, by the thickness of the original snow cover. In the ablation area the 
net loss from the beginning to the end of the ablation season is easily measured with the usual 
stake method making use of the accumulation inventory at the end of May. In the accumu
lation area of Storglaciaren stakes are used, but only combined with often repeated pit 
observations. The only satisfactory method which we have used for accurate ablation 
measurements in firn, is to compute it as the difference between two successive accumulation 
measurements. The density of our ablation observation net has been only 13 per km.' as 
compared with 120 for accumulation, but probably these densities give about the same 
accuracy (Fig. 2), since the ablation is more a function of altitude and thus varies less than 
accumulation and also because the greatest volume of melted water comes from the ablation 
area, where it is so much easier to measure (more than two-thirds come from there) . 

I would welcome an initiative from the Glaciological Society or from this Symposium to 
work out some standards for mass balance studies, because so many people seem to think 
that a mass balance can be computed from any scattered observations. The classical examples 
are of course early publications on the mass balance of the Greenland Ice Sheet. Maybe we 
could agree upon desirable densities of the observation net (in points per km. 2 ) for studies 
with different aim, for example 100 accumulation and 10 or 20 ablation observations per km.' 
for a long term study (of, let us say first order) associated with climatic problems or connected 
with a small glacier's ice and /or water discharge. For other studies, when just a rough 
knowledge is needed, one may define mass balance studies of second and third order. Other 
observation procedures may also have to be defined. It is possible that fewer measurements 
per km.' may be sufficient on glaciers in the Alps than on the Scandinavian ones, because of 
the lower wind velocities in the Alps- but all this should first be looked into carefully, so that 
we can know how far we can trust published results. 

We look upon our regime programme on Storglaciaren as we look upon a meteorological 
station- one year's observations are useful, a ten-year period is very valuable, but it is not 
until it covers some periods with glacier advance and glacier retreat that it appears to full 
advantage. Data should be published as soon as possible- and for the last two years ours 
have been delivered to the editor of Geograjiska Annaler only a couple of months after the end 
of the ablation season- and when a long enough series of data has become available it should 
be analysed and one should try to establish which climatic conditions have caused the 
variations in accumulation, ablation and balance. We now have sixteen years of data, and 
we have good meteorological records from the glacier and from several meteorological stations 
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in the neighbourhood, but at the moment we have no good climatologist and glaciologist 
available to do the work. 

During the sixteen years of measurements the accumulation has varied between 2' I and 
6· 9 X 106 m.3 (68 and 220 g. /cm. 2 ) and averaged 4' 0 X ro6 m ) (130 g. /cm.2 ). The ablation has 
varied between 3'2 and 9·6 x ro6 m .3 ( roo and 300 g. /cm. 2 ) and averaged 6'2 X 106 m ) 
(200 g ./cm.2 ) . We had a surplus in 1948- 49 because of maximum accumulation followed by 
the next lowest ablation, we measured a balanced regime in 1947- 48 and all the other 
fourteen years have given a deficit. The average thinning of the whole glacier has been 15 m. 
since 1946 (nearly 10 per cent of its volume has melted away) . It is also of interest to know 
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that the loss during the last three-year period has been greater than during any o ther three
year period under observation. 

But how to explain this loss? Is accumulation or ablation responsible, or is it both? A 
thorough analysis has not yet been made. We know however, that the temperature climate 
has become considerably warmer during this century. This temperature rise began at the 
turn of the century and amounts to about 2° C. for the period June- August. Figure 4 shows the 
observed ablation as a function of the summer temperature anomaly found by taking the 
average of the mean summer temperature for five nearby meteorological stations- the 
anomaly being defined as the deviation from the mean value for the years 190 1- 30. In this 
case the "summer" is defined as I J une- 30 September since we often have a considerable 
amount of melting late in the season . The graph says that in order to get equilibrium- with 
the present accumulation and areal extent unchanged- the summer temperature must fall 
to 0'7° C. below the 1901- 30 average, i.e. to 1' 2° C . below the average since 1946. We can 
a lso read that the accumulation should have to increase from 4' 0 to about 5' 5 X 106 m .3 to 
cause a balanced regime with the 1901- 30 summer temperatures and to about 6· 5 X 106 m) 
with the present rate of summer melt. 
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Fig. 4. D eviation of mean summer temperaturefor five stations in Swedish LaPJ)landfrom the averagefigurefor theyears 190[- 30 

We know that the summer temperatures have increased with an amount which corresponds 
well to the I' 2° C. required for equilibrium, but during only one exceptional year have we 
measured an accumulation of 6 . 5 X 106 m .3 or more. It is even less likely that accumulation 
has decreased from about 6· 5 X 106 m .3 a year to 4' 0 if one notes that according to a paper by 
Anders Angstrom (1941 ) the annual precipitation during 1901 - 30 was a t least as large or 
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probably 5 per cent larger than during l86l - l900, and it can also be shown that the average 
winter precipitation as recorded by our five neighbouring meteorological stations was 
I I per cent larger during 1945-60 than during 1901 -30. 

It is therefore most likely that, before the present retreat started, the accumulation on 
Storglaciaren was approximately the same as it is today or 4' 0 X 106 m .3, possibly slightly 
more because of the larger area, and that the retreat is a result of a June- September temper
ature rise of just over l O C. 
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DISCUSSION OF DR. V . SCHYTT'S PAPER 

:MR. E. R. LACHAPELLE : How much variation in the m ean density of accumulation do you 
find as you move up the glacier? 

DR. SCHYTT: One spring we dug sixteen pits in the accumula tion area with depths varying 
from just a little to 2 m. We calculated the mean d ensity for every pit, and the mean d ensity 
for all these averages was o· 46 ± o· 0 I g. /cm.3. But, m ore important, it varies with snow depth, 
so when we have dug our pits we find the average d ensity as a fun ction of the thickness of the 
snow, and then use that diagram to find for any snow depth the d ensity to use in order to get 
the accumulation. That seems to work very well. 

PROFESSOR H. HOINKES: I was very impressed by the number of l20 accumulation measure
ments per km.2. Tha t is a tremendous number and represents a trem endous am ount of work, 
but it shows even more clearly the need to have som e shorter m ethod to tell us the behaviour 
of the glacier. You cannot go on for 50 yr. with observations like that ! 

DR. SCHYTT: You can if you choose a small glacier a nd have m en to work on it! 

PROFESSOR HOINKES: Yes, but on a glacier like the Hintereisferner you have walking distances 
of up to 5 hr. If you can establish by detailed study the relation between total net accumu
lation at a suitably chosen point, as I discussed in my paper, then by j ust digging one pit 
and knowing how much accumulation remains at this one point, we can get some estimate 
of the total net accumulation. I cannot be sure of the method with only 9 yr. control, but this 
is one way to solve the problem. 

DR. SCHYTT : W e have tried this; we found the average accumula tion for the period 1946- 59 
by a similar method , but the trouble is that a winter with a lot of wind gives a very different 
pattern of accumulation . 

DR. F. MULLER: If we follow Dr. Schytt's suggestion on how many sites to have on our 
glacier, we very easily run into the danger of finding ourselves terribly limited as to the 
problems we can tackle with our available people, a nd this may limit the size of glacier we 
choose. In this way everybody may end up with a small glacier. It would be very d angerous 
if we had a number of glaciers a ll over the world assessed for mass balance and they were all 
small glaciers . What conclusions could we draw concerning the bigger glaciers? We know 
that the smaller glaciers react quite differently in m any respects from the medium-sized and 
big glaciers. Being in this position on Axel H eiberg Island, I tried to choose a m edium-sized 
glacier, and also to do some test m easurements on a small one a nd on a very limited area on 
a big glacier, and tried to tie these in with the medium-sized one. This is one way to avoid 
extremes in this . 
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DR. SCHYTT: My idea is of course not to have Greenland and Antarctica covered with 120 

measurements per km. ' . It would be good to have a number of such reference stretches spread 
out, but I also suggest we have different orders of accuracy. The main thing is that when 
people publish their results they should say how many measurements these results are based 
on so that we can ourselves judge when comparing them. 
DR. M . F. MEIER: The required density of sampling points cannot be given as so many 
points per km.2 to get a certain accuracy because I see very little evidence that there is more, 
or less, dispersion say over the Greenland Ice Sheet than there is over South Cascade Glacier, 
which is a bout 4 km.2. I think this has to be related to the size of the glacier unless you can 
show that one glacier has very uniform conditions over it and another has very non-uniform 
ones. M aybe we should suggest 100 points per glacier for a certain class of accuracy. 
DR. M ULLER : Another possible way of reducing our work is by using a great number of sites 
for a short time, and once we have found which sites wi ll con tinuously fa ll near the avel-age 
we can reduce our number of stakes . That has been done successfully on the Grosser Aletsch
gletscher, where only about IS stakes a re used at present to make the yearl y assessment, but 
in the 1940'S, when Professor Haefeli star ted this programme, they had several times as many 
stakes. 
DR. H. LISTE R: I have been terribly disappointed to find tha t on some occasions when one 
has worked long hours to take many accumulation measuremen ts one finds that the standard 
devia tion to go with the mean of those m easurements is often greater the g rea ter the number 
of observations made. This is really heart-breaking ; the spread of values a bout a mean value 
of accumulation only indicates the number of measurements made, it does not indicate the 
accuracy of the mean accumula tion. This suggests that a n accumulation measurement is 
co rrect fo r tha t particular site onl y. H ow to get over this I do not know. I noticed this particu
la rly in the Antarctic, when we were try ing to calibrate at " South I ce" the methods we were 
to use on the trans-Antarctic journey, knowing that on the journey time would be limited 
a nd we could not ta ke /I. per km." but we found that Lllere was as much as 50 per cen t 
differe nce in the accumulation ove r 1 0 yr. measured by interpreting layers at two sites a 
couple of metres apart, whereas a t a nother two sites 10 m. apart the sas trugi variation a lone 
was e nough to cause a 50 per cent cha nge in mean accumula tion . This was not due to the 
method. J think it ""ould help if we could agree on some sort of a rea I distribution ra ther tha n 
leaving it to the ambitious worker to take as many as possible- and he ends up with a worse
looking figure than the cha p who had a few days off! 
MR. J. I'v1ACDoWA LL: I have observed Lister 's phenome non over the ice shelf, and I regard 
the standard devia tions as of interest in their own right a nd representative of the undula tions 
of the surface. One could see a con iderab le variation in this standa rd d ev ia tion which tallied 
with the a ppeara nce of the shelf. 
DR . ] . F. NYE: Surely what the accumula tion in Antarctica is in anyone year is a question 
of somewhat limited interest; wha t we really want to know is the average over a rather long 
time. Now in these co res yo u get lo ts of la yers and therefo re rather good values for the ave rage 
over say 80 yr. , and that is an interes ting fi gure a nd the sta nda rd d ev iat ion for it would be 
very small. 
MR. LACHAPELLE: One year I tried a n experiment on my da ta from the Blue G lacie r. 1 
plo tted the surveyed accumulation points on an outline m ap of the glacier , gave it to som eone 
who ha d never been on the glacier, a nd asked him to draw the lines o f equal accumulatio n. 
They cam e out quite different from the ones I drew, because I had walked over the g lacier 
a nd I knew wha t the drifting accumula tion patterns were . I was a ble subjectively to ex tra 
polate from point to point. I am a fraid yo u cannot deal with this in a n entirely objective, 
statistical m an ner; yo u have to take into account the pe rsona l experience of the inves tiga to r 
on the g lacier. This definitely ra ises th e accuracy of the plotted accumula tion pattern, but it is 
a little hard to put it in figures . 
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DR. MEIER: What was the order of magnitude of the accumulation which occurred during the 
ablation season and the ablation which occurred during the accumulation season? 

DR. SCHYTT: This varies very much and I have not calculated any sort of mean, but in the 
summers of 1949 and 1952 I think we had more accumulation than ablation in some very 
high spots. We normally continue our ablation measurements until 15 September, which is 
usually the end of the ablation season. We reckon that very little ablation takes place after 
that, but it happens every now and then that when we send some men back, maybe in 
December, we have had 30-40 cm. ablation of ice in the lower parts of the glacier. In those 
circumstances we have arbitrarily defined the end of the budget year as the time when we 
finished, 15 September, and have added the ablation during the October period to that of 
next year. This does not affect the net results of course, but we had to put the limit some
where ; it would be difficult to use the scheme Dr. Meier has outlined, we cannot have people 
in the field all the time. 

DR. G. DE Q. ROBIN (Chairman) : Starting with Dr. Meier's paper on more accuracy in the 
definition of terms, and ending with a consideration of the accuracy of field observations, we 
obviously must have a lot more thought and discussion before we can make firm recom
mendations, but nevertheless we have covered a lot of ground and it has been extremely useful. 
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